A note from the ERI Staff:

The following Search and Rescue Bibliography was compiled and is maintained by Dr. A.S.G. "Tony" Jones. It is current as of February, 2010 and runs 60 pages.

This is the only comprehensive SAR bibliography that we are aware of. It contains hundreds of relevant SAR studies, papers, books, articles and texts listed.

Some of the topics include: Air / Helicopter; Avalanche / Snow; First Aid; General; Leadership; Narrative; River / White Water / Diving; Search; Search Dogs; Technical; Projects, Thesis and Limited Circulation Reports.
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AIR / HELICOPTER

Service. 6 Sections and Appendices.

ANON. 1995. Helicopter Operations Course; Basic and Intermediate. Snohomish County Volunteer

Cape Town, South Africa. 10p.

ADAMS, R. J. and THOMPSON, J. L. 1988. Aeronautical Decision Making for Air Ambulance
Helicopter Pilots: Situational Awareness Exercises. U.S. Dept. of Transportation, Federal
Aviation Administration. DOT/FAA/DS-88/6. National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, Virginia, 22161, U.S.A. 37p

ppt 15 - 18 & 30.


Beach, California, U.S.A. Section 1, Paper 1.

BEAVER, P. and BERRIFF, P. 1990. Rescue: The True Life Drama of Royal Air Force Search and


ISBN 978-1-84529-892-0


Government. 44p.


01/08/2007 REFERENCES - SEARCH AND RESCUE JUNE 1991

AVALANCHE / SNOW

ANON. (Ed.) (Undated) *Avalanches - Protection - Location - Rescue*. Foundation Internationale "Vani Eigenmann". Casella Postale, 1693, 20100 Milano, Italy. 185p.


18/06/2007 REFERENCES - SEARCH AND RESCUE JUNE 1990

**FIRST AID**


JONES, I. W. 1999. (3rd Ed.) **Notes to accompany the lectures 'First Aid in Mountaineering' (Bangor Scheme).** The St. John Ambulance Brigade in Wales. Private Publ. Available from D. J. Siviter, Cilgeraint Farm, St. Annes, Bethesda, Gwynedd, LL57 4AX, U.K. 73p


21/12/2009 **REFERENCES - SEARCH AND RESCUE** JUNE 1991

**GENERAL**


ICELANDIC RESCUE SCHOOL. 1999. Leit er Neydarastand! Handbok i leitarstjornun. 38p and appendices.

ICELANDIC RESCUE SCHOOL. 2000. Leitartaekni. 24p and Appendices.


NZ LAND SAR. 1998d. **SAR Team Members Course Workbook.** New Zealand Land SAR Inc. Thorndon, Wellington, New Zealand.
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LEADERSHIP


JONES, W. 1995. **Nursing Leadership: A workshop at the First Icelandic International Nursing Scholarship and Practice Conference.** University of Wales, Bangor, Gwynedd. U.K.


<http://www.mra.org/training/mrt_prog.php>


**OTHER PAPERS for which FULL REFERENCES ARE NOT AVAILABLE.**

ANON. ???? **Team Leader Training Syllabus.** O.V.M.R.O. North Wales. 3p.

ANON. ???? **Marine Troop Leaders Guide.** FMFRP 0-6. PCN 140 000060 00. U.S. Marine Corps. Appendices A and E.

ANON. ???? **Command and Control.** FM 17-95. Chapter 2. 44p.

ANON. ???? **Aspects of Command and Control.** Uniform Operations Division. Devon and Cornwall Constabulary. 16p.

ANON. ???? **Command and Control, Chapter 3.** FMFM 6. 14p

BRUNING, J. L. ???? **Leadership In Disaster.** Psychology. Ohio University.

CRESWICK, C. and WILLIAMS, R. ???? **Using the Outdoors for Management Development and Team Building.** The Food Drink and Tobacco Industry Training Board. Barton House, Barton St., Gloucester GL1 1OQ. 12p.

JONES, P. D. 1987. **The Concept of Style in Leadership.**


MARCH, B. ???? **Expedition Leadership.** 3p.


ORANS, L. P. 1997. **The Pine Tree Web: Leadership Developments: History, Theory & Resources.** 2p Learning About Leadership. 7p. Leading makes use of many skills... 3p. Leading makes use of many skills... Communicating. 4p. Leading makes use of many skills... Knowing and Using the Resources of the Group. 3p. Leading makes use of many skills... Setting the Example. 4p. Leading makes use of many skills... Representing the Group. 4p. Leading makes use of many skills... Evaluating. 4p. Leading makes use of many skills... Planning. 3p. Leading makes use of many skills... Controlling Group Performance. 3p. Leading makes use of many skills... Sharing Leadership. 3p.
Leading makes use of many skills... Effective Teaching. 4p.
"Follow the White Stag" A Special Heritage. 4p.
The Historical Background of Leadership Development in Scouting. 3p.
WELCH, M. 7p. Leadership.


NARRATIVE


ANON. (Undated) Fifty Years of Mountain Rescue Service in Bulgaria. 110p.
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RIVER / WHITE WATER / DIVING
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SEARCH DOGS
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TECHNICAL
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PROJECTS, THESIS & LIMITED CIRCULATION REPORTS.


FORSYTH, D. R. 1977. Mountain Rescue and Mountain Incidents: A comparison between two districts and two teams. Elective Project report. Faculty of Medicine, Uni. of Manchester. U.K.


